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Abstract-we show that every function in a spline subspace is uniquely determined and can 
be reconstructed by its local averages near certain points. Regular and irregular average sampling 
theorems for spline subspaces are obtained. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Sampling theory is one of the most powerful results in signal analysis. The objective of sampling 
is to reconstruct a signal from its samples. For example, if f is band-limited to [-0, a], then f is 
uniquely determined and can be reconstructed by its samples at zk = k?r/R, which is the classical 
Shannon sampling theorem. Although the assumption that a signal is band-limited is eminently 
useful, it is not always realistic since a band-limited signal is of infinite duration. Thus, it is 
natural to investigate other signal classes for which a sampling theorem holds. A simple model 
is to consider shift-invariant subspaces, e.g., wavelet subspaces, which generalize the space of 
band-limited signals. In fact, there have been many results concerning the sampling in shii- 
invariant subspaces for both regular and irregular sampling (see [l-12]). In particular, for the 
spline subspace V, = {C&Z ck’pd’ - k) : {ck) E e2) generated by ‘PN = X[o,Ij * -** * X[o,ll 
(N convolutions), N 3 1, it was shown that for any f E V,, 
f(x) = c f (k + y) S(x - k), 
kc2 
where 
3(w) = +N(w) 
k;z Cp,(k + (N + 1)/2)edikw. 
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In [1,6], Aldroubi, Grochenig and Liu studied irregular sampling in spline subspaces. 
In practice, measured sampled values may not be values of a signal f precisely at times zk, 
but only local averages of f near zk. Specifically, measured sampled values are 
for some collection of averaging functions uk(Z), k E Z, which satisfy the following properties: 
b 6 
SuPPUk c xk -~,““+2 
1 
, uk(x) 2 0, and 
s 
uk(z)dz = I. 
It is clear that from local averages one should obtain at least a good approximation of the 
original signal if b is small enough. Wiley, Butzer and Lei studied the approximation error when 
local averages are used as sampled values [13,14]. Furthermore, Feichtinger and Grijchenig (15,161 
proved that a signal is uniquely determined by its local averages under certain conditions. 
In this paper, we study the reconstruction of functions in spline subspaces from local averages. 
We show that every f E V, is uniquely determined by its local averages on the intervals [zk - 
i/2, Xk + i/2] for certain sampling points {Xk}. 
Notation and Definition 
The Fourier transform and the Zak transform off E L2(R) is defined by f(w) = & f(x)eeizw dx 
and Z_f(z,w) = CkEz f(x + k)emikw, respectively. 
Recall that a family of functions {fk : k E Z} in a Hilbert space ‘H is called a frame if there 
exist two positive constants A and B such that 
AMI I c I(f,fk)i2 5 Bllfii2, 
kEZ 
for every f E 71. The numbers A and B are called the lower and upper frame bounds, respectively. 
A frame that ceases to be a frame when any one of its elements is removed is called an exact 
frame. It is well known that exact frames and Riesz bases are identical. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
First, we study average sampling with regular sampling points. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let V, be a closed subspace of L2(R) and {cp(. - k) : k E Z} be a frame for VO with 
bounds A and B. Suppose that cp is continuous and C kc= cp(x - k)j2 5 L < +co. Then for any I 
frame {Sk : k E Z} of Vs, zkEz ISk( is bounded on R. 
PROOF. Let {g(. - k) : k E Z} be the dual frame of {cp(. - k) : k E Z}. Then for any 
f E V,, f(z) = C&z (f, $(. - k)Mz - k). Therefore, 
Ilfll: I s”,~ Fz l(f,+(. - WI2 c Iv+ - k)12 I ; Ilfll;. 
kEZ 
Suppose that {Sk(z) : k E Z} is of upper frame bound M. Then for any x E R, 
This completes the proof. 
<LIM 
- A’ 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let S(W) = (~N(~))/(Z~N+1(N/2,w)). Then {S(. - k)} is a Riesz basis for V, 
and for any f E V,, 
f(z) = c (f, 4’ - k))S(s - k), (2.1) 
kEZ 
where U(X) = x IN,2_1,N,21(z) and the convergence is both in L2(R) and uniform on R. 
PROOF. Let &V(W) = (@&))/(&Z Idnr(w + 2W12) and &J) = z~,+,(N/2,~)&&). 
Then {cplv(. - k)} and {gN(. - Ic)} are dual Riesz bases for V,. Since Zp,+,(N/2,w) has no 
zero on [-n,n] (see [3,17]), it is easy to check that {h(, - k)} and {S(. - Ic)} are also dual Riesz 
bases for V,. 
On the other hand, for any f E V,, suppose that f(w) = C(w)+,(w) for some C(w) = 
c kEZ eke -ikw E L2[-r,r]. Then 
(f, h(. - k)) = $ /_+, j(w$(w)eikw old 
m 
1 
J 
+oO N 
=- 
2r -_oo 
C(W)&V(W)~~~+I T, w 8,eikw h 
( > 
=- 2’, _= C(w)@,+, J ( )' 
= p;N+l(+!; erkwdw 
=~e,Jdl~N(;+k-n-r)dz 
nEZ 
+(f+h) da: 
= (f, 4’ - k)). 
Hence, for any f E V,, 
f(x) = c (fl N* - k))S(x - k) = c (f, 4. - k))S(x - k). 
kEZ kEZ 
By Lemma 2.1, the above series is convergent uniformly on R. 
Next we give an average sampling theorem with irregular sampling points. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that {Xk} is a real sequence such that 
0 < Cl 5 xk+l - xk < ,8 < 1, 
for some two constants CY and P. Then there is a frame {Sk} for V,,, such that for any f E V,, 
f(x) = c (f, u(’ - xk))sk(x), 
keZ 
where 44 = x~-l~2,112~( x and the convergence is both in L2(R) and uniform on R. > 
PROOF. By [17, Theorem 4.51, {cplv(. - k) : k E Z} 
Ck IeN(~ + 2kx)12 and B, = 
is a Riesz basis for V, with bounds A,,, = 
1. Suppose that {gN(. - k) : k E Z} is the dual Riesz basis 
of {cpN(. -k) : k E Z}. Define 
dX,Y> = c (PN(X - ~hb(Y - 4. 
7ZEZ 
(2.2) 
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Then q(z, y) is well defined for each (z, y) cR2, q(z, -) E V,, and f(z) = (f, 4(x, .>) for m~ f E VN 
(see PI). 
Put /J&J) = sz”,T:/, q(z,p)dz. By (2.2), hk E V,. For any f E I&, we have 
s +w =k+1/2 (f,hk) = s - _w f(Y)dY dx, y) dx X11--1/2 
(2.3) 
where Fubini’s theorem is used. 
Suppose that f(x) = CnEZ W&Z-~) and g(z) = CnEz W+JN+I(Z - n) for some {cn] E e2. 
Then 
s 
XL+‘/2 
Q-1/2 
f(x)dx = C c, Jr’+“’ ‘PN(x - n)dx 
nEZ Xk--l/2 
=~e,Jdi“N(Xk+f-n-t) dt 
= 
~%ipx+l (xr+;-n) 
(2.4) 
By [l, Theorem 11, there exist two constants Cl, C2 > 0 depending only on N and {zk} such 
that 
(2.5) 
Since {cpN(. - k) : k E Z} and {(~~+r(. - k) : k E Z} are Riesz bases for V, and V,,,+l, 
respectively, we have 
4vll4li4 L Ilfll; 5 hvll41; (2.6) 
and 
4v+,ll~ll; 5 11~11~ 5 %+Ml;- 
Putting (2.3)-(2.7) together, we have 
(2.7) 
CIA,+, 
BN 
llfllf 5 c I( I c2;;+1 llfll;.
kc2 
Hence, { hk) is a frame for VN. Let {Sk} be the dual frame. Then for any f E V,, 
f(X) = c (f, hk)Sk(X) = c (f,‘1L(* - tk))Sk(x). 
kEZ keZ 
By Lemma 2.1, the above series is convergent uniformly on R. 
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